Name:_______________________

Date:__________________

Skills Self Assessment Form
Fill out the "self" column as best applies to you using 1, 2, 3, N, or X. The Board of Examiners interview panel will review these values with you
and may adjust them in the "adjusted" column.
Skill Level: 1. Expert, lead, or instructor
2. Competent, minimal supervision
3. Beginner
N. No applicable skills but willing to learn
X. Cannot do or not interested in this skill

Stage Carpentry

self

adjusted

deckhand
fly person
hemp house fly person
fly system installation / maintenance
grid worker
automation installation
automation operation
brick loader

Shop Carpentry

self

Special Effects

Confidential

Rigging

adjusted

self

adjusted

adjusted

theatrical/stage rigging *
large venue rigging *
ground rigging *
high steel climber
chain motor maintenance
* Three ETCP certifed riggers must review you in order to be
listed as anything other than 3, N, or X in rigging.

Audio Visual & Tradeshow

self

1/11/2011

self

general set up
chemical smoke
fogger/hazer
water/steam
dry ice effects
propane/butane
pyrotechnician
licensed in WA? y or n

self

deckhand
pallet mover
pit set up
symphonic instrument grip
prop master
set decorator
prop builder
upholsterer
purchaser
coordinator
mopper

adjusted

adjusted

hang lights
focus lights
light plot reading
standard repair & maintenance
moving light repair/maint.
DMX accessories set up / address
moving light set up / address
company tie-in
FOH spotlight
truss spotlight
board op -conventional
board op -moving lights
programmer -computer
programmer -moving lights

Properties

self

theatrical set up
concert / festival set up (A2)
patcher
playback operator
rf technician
FOH mixing/engineer
monitor mixing/engineer
recording engineer
electronics repair

basic scenic carpentry
finish carpentry
blueprint reading
layout
manual drafting
computer aided drafting
metal fabrication
stick welding
mig weld -steel
mig weld -aluminum
tig welding
cutting torch

Electrics

Sound

adjusted

self

adjusted

self

adjusted

set up or break-out rooms
power point
digital projection
up/down-link or ethernet
camera op -video
camera op -studio/broadcast
video technician
video engineer/switcher
video record/playback
video utility/cable pager
plasma set up
teleprompter

General/Other
pusher
pipe & drape
scaffold builder
PA/runner
stitcher/sewing
scenic artist
truck loading
forklift
license? (circle) y or n
scissor lift
license? y or n
snorkel/boom lift
license? y or n
volunteer for hour credit?
y or n

